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In The Hospital A Man Lies Dying In The Most Horrific Pain He
Is Leaking Blood Not From A Bullet Or A Knife, But From A
Virus It Has Happened Before, In Zaire But This Is Not Zaire
This Is Britain And It S Spreading FastThe Army Is Called In
The Town Is Sealed Off Rev, Lucy And Scott Are Trapped In
The Barbed Wire Ghetto As The Body Count Piles Up Where
Did The Plague Come From Just Knowing That Might Lead
The Experts Somewhere Then Scott Remembers Something
That Leads To A Shocking Discovery Could The Enemy Have
Come From Within All Along
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A new virus that causes a swift, ugly and painful death in
100% of cases suddenly appears in an English town and
begins spreading The town is quarantined and the race is
on to find a vaccination or a cure before the virus spreads
further.This is a scary and interesting YA novel There are
maybe some plot holes e.g given the way the virus
spreads, putting a security fence around the town would
not have contained it but it s a well written, gripping read
It s not a futuristic story at all it is very realistic and could
easily happen.It made me wonder how many of us would
be alive today if HIV could be transmitted as easily as flu
How many of us would have died or not been born in the
long years of the 80s and 90s before effective treatment
was developed It is a frightening thought.
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Who would have thought this book would teach me a lot
Enriched in my biochem vocabulary I am.
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Sarah-Jayne Briggs Sarah-Jayne
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This review may contain spoilers.This is another book I
ve read several times before I know what happens in it,
but that knowledge didn t affect my enjoyment of the
book.Viruses are scary There s a conversation in the
book between two characters where one of them makes

Down to You

the comment that they could find something nice to say
about anything in the world except for the virus That
really resonated with me.I liked the pieces of information
articles and the like about viruses and bacteria They were
informative and didn t really interrupt the flow of the story
I also liked a lot of the characters and the relationships
between them, both the pre existing ones as well as the
ones that formed through the book The characters came
across as real, three dimensional people.I did feel that
there were a lot of very graphic scenes, which were
written well enough for me to picture them occurring in
my head But overall, I enjoyed the book And as much as
I don t agree with testing cosmetics on animals, I find it
really difficult to make a judgement one way or the other
when it comes to medicine.Daryl and Heather s
relationship was one of my favourites in the book I also
felt that the author did a good job showing how Daryl had
to be ruthless and make decisions that made him vastly
unpopular.I can t really speak much for the medical side
of things, but nothing struck me as glaringly implausible
The characters made hard decisions, struggled and
fought through and that s what made this book for me.
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